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Whether slow or fast for you, we find ourselves at MID-

partners that are actively working with us to solve

YEAR. Time-wise, what a fast first half of the year!

these issues on our behalf. They are ready to engage

members to present manufacturing

Business-wise … may be different for each of us. We

in a meaningful and proactive way to assure your

solutions to customers.

were all ready to come out of the gate strong at the

success. While we all work to solve these challenges

beginning of 2021, hoping that the track would be dry

on our own, and within our local communities, we

and fast – only to find the track still somewhat muddy

also must work to solve them on the national level –

from the results of the pandemic. However, most of

helping our accomplishments to “stick” and carry us

us learned how to run on that muddy track in 2020.

all into the future, rather than constantly fighting the

The good news is, as we come down the backstretch,

same old battles year after year, administration after

the track is drying out and we are seeing the pace of

administration.

•

•

We must be flexible, nimble, and quick in
addressing new challenges as they come
our way.

•
•

We must look at new ways of attracting
and retaining workers.

C

We must look at new pools of potential workers:

M

women, the underserved, the disabled or

business picking up quickly – and some members are
at record-setting paces.

It may mean we partner up with fellow

Y

physically challenged, and others.
Manufacturing is beginning to surge, but the

•

We must commit to TRAINING. Utilize NTMA

CM

pandemic took many companies out of the game. A

training tools such as Pre-Apprentice Program

MY

With much of the effects of the actual pandemic

recent Deloitte report on the manufacturing workforce

and NTMA-U to start the process and let them

CY

behind us, the unseen effects are now coming to

stated the following:

lead you from there.

light; look no further than the disruption to the world’s
supply chain. US manufacturers and consumers are

K

•

now paying the price for the years of manufacturing
being offshored for lower prices. I am sure that the

•

years of price savings could evaporate quickly for
those OEM’s if the supply chain disruptions are not

•

addressed and eventually changed.

US manufacturing lost 1.4M jobs during

I can personally share that I have had more contact

the pandemic.

in the last three months about US manufacturers and

63% of lost jobs have been recouped with

the role NTMA members can play in helping the overall

570K still open.

need than I have had in the last year.

They estimate there to be 2.1M of unfilled
manufacturing jobs by 2030.

It is MID-YEAR, and the time is now as we go towards

76% of those surveyed say they will have

the last turn and the end-of-the-year finish line. Are

The other unseen effect of the pandemic as the pace

ongoing difficulties in attracting and

you willing, ready, and prepared to be a part of the

continues is the rising need for workers. Opportunity

retaining workers in 2021 and beyond.

next manufacturing revolution? It is your decision. As

•

is outpacing the ability to grow the workforce.

for NTMA, you have my commitment to help lead us

Regardless of the reasons, such as some still feeling

I ask: what does all this mean? Is this a problem or

together in our quest. If we want to have a greater

uneasy about the pandemic, government incentives

is it an opportunity? What does it mean for us as

influence on US manufacturing, it is time to grow the

not encouraging folks to go back to work, or the lack of

NTMA members and the entire US manufacturing

ranks of our membership “Community”. I personally

skilled workers – unfortunately, the problems are not

community? What I think it means is “OPPORTUNITY”

ask you to invite your industry colleagues to be a part

going to be solved by others. Rather they are ours to

for those who are willing to take on the challenge.

of this journey and let them know, there is strength

solve, both individually and as an association.

and “Momentum” in numbers, and that WE ARE
\What could be some of the answers to this challenge?

As a valued part of the NTMA community, if you are

•

multitasking machines, automation, lights out

like workforce development, marketing, or technology

manufacturing, work holding, and tooling.
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STRONGER TOGETHER!!!

We must do more with fewer people:

working on your own to solve the challenges of today –
and automation – remember we have industry

CMY

Roger Atkins, President - NTMA
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TNC 640 – High-End Control for
Milling and Turning Operations
The TNC 640 from HEIDENHAIN: for the first time, milling and turning are combined in one TNC. Now users
can switch as desired between milling and turning—within the same NC program. Switchover is independent
of the machine kinematics. It automatically takes the respective operating mode into account and without
any additional action.

HEIDENHAIN CORPORATION, 333 East State Parkway, Schaumburg IL, 60173

847-490-1191

www.heidenhain.us

Angle Encoders + Linear Encoders + Contouring Controls + Subsequent Electronics + Length Gauges + Rotary Encoders
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NTMA MEMBER DROP-INS

How NTMA Members Stay Connected
During Unprecedented Times

The manufacturing industry continues to grow and

in proven industry experts to join the discussions,

thrive in the face of uncertain times – but staying

bringing important knowledge, key information, and

connected with your peers and fellow NTMA members

perspectives that are important for our member shops

has never been more important. While we continue

to learn about.

to navigate the nation’s reopening, as well as new
concerns and issues, we can still come together

Upcoming Member Drop-Ins are scheduled on the

virtually.

following dates: July 13, 2p.m. EDT; July 27, 2p.m. EDT

NTMA continues hosting bi-weekly “Member Drop-Ins”

Please check your email and our social feeds

– unique opportunities for our members to meet and

for future invites, or contact NTMA’s Member &

discuss complex problems, and to brainstorm ideas

Chapter Relations Manager, Kelly LaMarca at

and solutions alongside fellow NTMA Members.

klamarca@ntma.org or (216) 264-2837.

These Drop-Ins have been fantastic ways to keep

We hope to see you on the next call!

our members connected – and we have brought

“This virtual roundtable has been very
beneficial to the members who have
attended, and we encourage you to take
advantage of this quick, easy, and free
networking opportunity. The Drop-Ins
have been very informational for me
and have helped me keep in touch with
membership … I think it has really helped
me get to know and interact with different
members across the country. I see many old
friends there as well as making some new
ones. The NTMA remains a very important
organization for Blaser and we will remain
committed to participation in events.”
Drew Borders

Business Development Manager, Global Markets
Blaser Swisslube Inc.

In Memoriam: Bill Selway
Bill Selway passed away on April 14th, 2021, at the

Said Selway Machine Tool: “Always the life of the

age of 74. Bill was a fixture of the manufacturing

party, Bill was never short on having a story or joke

scene in San Francisco, and a long-time contributor

to share with his audience. This, in addition to his

to the NTMA San Francisco Bay Area chapter. He was

genuine interest in helping others, built many strong

the owner of Selway Machine Tool Company, having

relationships within the industry and in every facet of

succeeded his father Roy in 1968 – and through

his life.”

strong distribution plans on the West Coast, a passion
to meet advancing technology with customer needs,

NTMA offers its condolences to the Selway family,

and a family environment in his business, Bill and the

Selway Machine Tool, and the NTMA San Francisco

company found great success.

Bay Area chapter. In lieu of flowers, memorial
donations may be made to Bill’s alma mater Salesian

Bill is survived by his loving spouse Kate, his five

High School. Family and friends can share stories,

children – Kasey, Jamie, Marni, Meghan, and Zack –

photos, and condolences online at https://www.

as well as six grandchildren and his extended family.

lastingmemories.com/memorial/bill-selway.
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Focus on Machining Wins 2021 Colorado
Manufacturing Award for Advanced
Manufacturing and Machining
The Advanced Manufacturing and Machining

earned ISO 9001 certification, and launched

milling and turning for a wide range of industries. The

Award, in partnership with the Colorado Advanced

a weekend shift under Quinn’s watch. AS9100

company has been growing steadily, and has been an

Manufacturing Association (CAMA), is given to

certification is underway.

NTMA member since 2016. Said Quinn in response to

Colorado manufacturers who exemplify both
continuous improvement and innovation.

this honor (credit CompanyWeek):
The shop found a solid market making parts for
providers of packaging equipment, including fellow

“Holy cow! I’m shocked and honored,” said CEO

Per CompanyWeek’s profile on Focused on Machining:

CMA nominee Twin Monkeys Beverage Systems,

Justin Quinn, crediting his team. “Congratulations to

Justin Quinn, the company’s president, says Focused

as well as supplying aerospace manufacturers

all of you guys. This is a big milestone for our shop

on Machining has transitioned since he bought the

like Ball Aerospace, leading to 41% revenue

in Louviers.”

business in 2016. “We’re moving up the food chain

growth in 2020.

in complexity,” says Quinn. “We’re doing some crazy

We at NTMA continue to celebrate the ongoing success

aerospace parts, exotic materials, tight tolerances. It’s

“With COVID, so many shops hunkered down,” says

of our members! Congratulations again to the team at

just an all-around business model for us. We’re not

Quinn. “We did the opposite. I told all my customers,

Focused on Machining for this honor.

the bottom-dollar shop anymore.”

‘We’re here for you. We’re not going anywhere, we’re
not furloughing anybody, and bring on the work.’”

Now 14 employees, Focused on Machining has

Focused on Machining – based out of Louviers, CO –

implemented an ERP system, updated equipment,

is a precision CNC machining shop, with a focus in

National Tooling and Machining Association
Launches Partnerships with AMT and
Gardner Business Media
The National Tooling and Machining Association

also believe that both of these relationships will

support each other through reciprocal advertising and

(NTMA) is announcing two new content partnerships

help our association reach new people, which is an

event promotion opportunities.

with leading industry organizations which will grow

important part of our mission. We are glad to be

NTMA’s reach and increase NTMA members’ access to

working with AMT and GBM on these initiatives.”

the latest manufacturing sector information and best
practices.

“Part of the value of NTMA for members is the access
to valuable content that we provide through our

As a part of the NTMA/AMT partnership, NTMA

partnerships,” said NTMA Vice President Doug DeRose.

members should look for a new manufacturing

“NTMA continues to focus on the future of American

In two separate initiatives, NTMA has formalized

technology editorial column – AMT Tech Trends – in

manufacturing. These partnerships are part of

relationships with the Association for Manufacturing

the monthly editions of NTMA’s The Record. The

providing NTMA members and other US manufacturers

Technology (AMT) and with Gardner Business Media

partnership also includes reciprocal advertising and

with the tools they need to drive positive change

(GBM).

event promotion opportunities.

“These new partnerships are reflective of NTMA’s

From GBM, NTMA members will soon have access to

longstanding commitment to industry collaboration

GBM’s Top Shops Survey, including a high-level report

which brings the best insights and analysis to our

that specifically summarizes the performance of

members,” said NTMA President Roger Atkins. “We

NTMA members. Additionally, NTMA and GBM will also

8
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and growth.”

NTMA MEMBERS
Optimize Your Machine Tool Performance,
Productivity and Profits with Royal Products!
For over 70 years, Royal Products has been helping manufacturers squeeze every last drop of
performance out of their CNC machine tools. Our broad range of tooling, workholding, automation, and
mist-control products help reduce setup times, increase throughput, improve part accuracy, and enable
unmanned production. Optimize your production today with Royal Products.

Royal Quick-Grip™ CNC Collet Chucks

• Ten-second collet changes
• Ultra-precision accuracy – 0.0002" TIR or better
• Industry-leading gripping range – 0.062"
• Superior rigidity, gripping torque, and tool clearance

Royal I.D. Workholding Systems

• Internal gripping offers full machining access to the entire
length of the workpiece O.D.
• Parallel expansion for optimum accuracy and gripping torque
• Custom systems available – up to 25" diameter

Royal Mist Collectors

Royal Rota-Rack™ Parts Accumulator

• Low-cost, highly efficient mist and smoke collectors keep
your shop clean and your workers healthy
• Over 150,000 units operating in over 50 countries worldwide
• Exclusive Royal Risk-Free Performance Guarantee

• Safely collects a large volume of finished parts for hours of
unmanned production on bar-fed CNC lathes
• Heavy-duty design handles up to 700 lbs. of parts
• Easy to setup and install – no interface with CNC control
is required

For Additional Performance Solutions, visit www.royalproducts.com

NTMA THE RECORD - JUNE 2021
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New Member Highlights

INDIANA PRECISION GRINDING

PRECISION SWISS PRODUCTS

Indiana Chapter Member

San Francisco Bay Area Chapter Member

In 1975, the late William R. Cox started Centerless Grinding Company in

PSP represents the new standard in innovative, turn-key manufacturing

downtown Indianapolis. William was known as an innovative entrepreneur

solutions. PSP specializes in producing very close tolerance components within

who identified a lack of centerless grinding support for many local machine

accelerated time frames, as evident from their well-established reputation with

shops. Later in the mid–1980’s, Centerless Grinding Company relocated to

medical device and aerospace customers. With industry-leading certifications

our present location and rebranded as Indiana Precision Grinding. Since

such as ISO 13485 and AS9100, along with Design for Manufacturability (DFM)

our rebranding, IPG added additional precision grinding capabilities, ISO

consultation from their in-house engineering staff, PSP provides cost and

Certified Quality Management System, and a full-out focus on high precision

risk reduction far beyond the average machine shop. Additionally, PSP offers

quality in our services. After William’s passing in 1999, his son, David Cox,

the highest levels of customer service and communication, to maintain the

began leading IPG into improving our QMS over to AS9100 Certification and

strictest quality and lead time requirements. Whether for full assembly

implementing CNC technology into our organization.

needs, high volume production runs, or prototype projects, explore their
website to understand how PSP’s state-of-the-art facility is prepared

David has maintained the high precision quality mindset as we focus on

to exceed expectations.

supplying our Aerospace/Defense customers and many other industries
that include automotive, industrial, medical, and thermally applied coating

www.precisionswiss.com

suppliers with our precision grinding expertise. IPG is currently seeking
NADCAP certification in etch inspection to offer more quality services to our
customers. Most of our employee base has been with IPG for over 20 years,
with over 80% of our team trained organically within our company. Our team
of precision machinists is our backbone, and we strive to continually improve
our training, technology, and methods to support our entire customer base. In
March of 2021, David Cox promoted his nephew, Matthew Cox, into the role of
CEO. Matthew will continue to work with David in Executive Management and
focus on intentionally leading IPG in a strategic process to soar
to new heights.
Integrity, Partnership, and Expertise are the core values that IPG leverages to

R.D. TOOL & MANUFACTURING
Western Lake Erie Chapter Member

serve our customers in being successful every day.

R.D. Tool & Manufacturing, founded in 1990, is a full-service supplier specializing

www.indianaprecisiongrinding.com

custom-built equipment. Our highly trained staff, commitment to quality, ISO

in contract manufacturing with an emphasis on machining, fabrication, and
9001:2015 certification and on-site engineers make us well suited for
challenging jobs.
In-house contract manufacturing capabilities include:
• Machining - Milling, Turning, Finish Grinding, CNC Manual
• Welding - Certified Welding department, TIG, MIG
• Laser Cutting – 2 Axis CO2
• Forming and Fabrication –Structural, Mechanical, Piping
www.rdtoolmfg.com
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AEROSPACE
TO THE CORE

HARVI™ ULTRA 8X
Ti6Al-4V structural aerospace
component machining with
consistent tool life of one
hour or more. Helical milling
innovation with 8 cutting edges
per insert, removing 20 cubic
inches of material per minute.
HARVI™ Ultra 8X is aerospace
to the core.

kennametal.com/HARVI-Ultra-8X
NTMA THE RECORD - JUNE 2021
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NTMA Member Spotlight:
Benda Tool / A&B Die Casting
Each month, NTMA will be highlighting our members –

How long have you been a member of NTMA?

A&B serves a variety of industries that benefit from

and taking a look at who they are and what they do.

1965 – over six decades ago.

over 70 years of experience finding solutions to both
simple and complex manufacturing challenges.

Company Name:

Why did you join NTMA?

We add value not just in secondary operations but

Benda Tool & Model Works / A & B Die Casting

To become a member of the local and national

throughout the process. From the time we receive the

Company - Hercules, CA

manufacturing community, in order to learn and share

request for quote (RFQ) our team is looking at how we

ideas to benefit our company and the industry as a

can make the best most cost-effective part within your

whole.

requirements. Today, we ship parts globally including

First Principal:
Steve Dathe

to Asia and the developing world. Our customers have
Tell us more about your company:

found that, by making their parts here in the US,

What NTMA chapter do you belong to?

For decades A&B Die Casting has been a leader in

they can improve quality, shorten lead times,

San Francisco Bay Area Chapter

providing low-to medium-volume aluminum and

and reduce costs on the delivered part compared

zinc die castings to the global marketplace. We are

to parts manufactured overseas.

What does your company specialize in?

committed to maximizing the value of every part for

Precision machined and finished aluminum and zinc

our customers.

die cast components and assemblies.

Interested in being featured? Please contact
Kelly LaMarca (klamarca@ntma.org) for more
information.

Steve Dathe’s grandfather, Ben Dathe, pictured above, founded Benda Tool in 1945 – creating a proud reputation for service and quality that has lasted generations.
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FEATURES

NTMA SERVICE AWARDS 2021
NOW ACCEPTING NOMINATIONS

The Service Awards are given out each year at the Manufacturing Engage Conference.
We need your help finding the best candidates for these awards.
Award categories are:

H O N O R AWA R D

L.A. SOM M ER
M EM ORIAL AWARD

Nominate a member for continuing
meritorious service and dedication to the
industry and/or the Association by a regular
member; traditionally awarded for longevity
of service in dedication, as opposed to a
single act or service in a short-time
industry or Association position.

For outstanding and continuing service of
the highest magnitude; emphasis is placed
on service to the Association by a regular
member, both of the highest order and over
a period of time, connoting excellence in a
particular role in NTMA, rather than as a
participant in a single event.

WILLIAM E. HARD MAN
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
IN TRAINING
For a company or individual (regular
member or education member) which
consistently demonstrated strong support
and active participation in structured
training for the precision custom
manufacturing industry.

DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARD
For outstanding service to the industry
by a person outside the NTMA regular
member companies.

Help us recognize deserving individuals and/or companies that have supported and advanced the industry and the Association.
Submit your nomination(s) by August 11, 2021
For a nomination form, contact Linda Warner at lwarner@ntma.org
NTMA THE RECORD - JUNE 2021
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NTMA Welcomes New Affinity Partner –
Beanstalk Collaborative Community Wealth, LLC
In alignment with our mission to strengthen and help

guidance, and thoughtful explorations of the questions

ensure the future of manufacturing by connecting

and challenges frequently faced by NTMA members.

members to resources in networking, learning,

support NTMA members interested in transitioning
their businesses. It’s refreshing to see them give

and advocacy, NTMA is proud to announce a new

“Manufacturing and its importance to our

back and serve the industry that drove their personal

partnership with Beanstalk Collaborative Community

communities and this country is foundational for

success.”

Wealth, LLC (BCCW).

us,” says BCCW CEO Troy Roberts. “It’s in our DNA,
and that’s why our business model focuses on

BCCW is a Denver, Colorado-based investment

Succession planning is routinely voted a top-three topic

supporting exiting business owners, their teams, their

fund dedicated to smaller and mid-sized precision

of interest for NTMA members. With BCCW, we have

communities, and all NTMA’s members.”

manufacturing businesses. In addition to educational

the unique opportunity to provide valuable information

services, they employ a “Buy, Build, and Hold” model

and education about the selling process, succession

“I am so excited about NTMA’s partnership with

designed to keep manufacturing businesses in their

planning, and exit options from a firm with over 55

BCCW,” added NTMA President Roger Atkins. “Their

communities and grow them, while preserving quality

years in manufacturing and business development,

leadership is made up of industry leaders whose

job opportunities, and maintaining and enhancing

in addition to over 40 years in finance, investing,

careers were in the small/medium manufacturing

community wealth.

and M&A. BCCW will offer educational materials,

arena – which makes them uniquely qualified to
www.beanstalkccw.com

Win-Tech Employee One of First
Women Graduates of NTMA-U
Win-Tech, Inc. is proud to announce that employee

eagerly agreed and over the next 10 months, excelled

Erin Farmer has graduated from National Tooling &

in many of the program courses such as Metallurgy,

Machining Association’s NTMA-U Pre-Apprenticeship

Advanced Math, and CNC with Simulator.

Program and has done so as one of the program’s

About Win-Tech, Inc.
Win-Tech, Inc. is a small business, aerospace machine
shop, AS9100-Certified, and located just northwest of

Said Erin: “I would like to say that I am very proud

Atlanta, Georgia. The company is veteran-owned and

to have finished the apprenticeship, and even more

woman-owned. Founded in 1988 by Dennis Winslow,

“We are thrilled for Erin and grateful that this resource

excited to move forward with hands-on training at

long-tenured employees John Hudson and Allison

in our industry is available,” said Allison Giddens,

Win-Tech, because I know this is only the beginning

Giddens purchased the business in 2020.

Co-President of Win-Tech, Inc. “The future is bright for

of learning and gaining the experience needed to

Erin and others in manufacturing who get engaged in

someday call myself a senior machinist.”

first women.

the industry. Win-Tech is fortunate to know Erin and

Its key customers provide parts and services to
the aerospace and defense industries. Win-Tech is

NTMA-U Pre-Apprenticeship Program combines several

involved in local and national workforce development

in-depth online training courses through relevant

initiatives and was recently named a 2021 Top 30

Not long after joining Win-Tech, Erin was invited to

reading material, hands-on exercises, physical parts,

Small Business of the Year by the Cobb Chamber

participate in the NTMA-U program by her supervisor,

and blueprints. Courses include narration, practice

of Commerce.

Jimmy Baxter, Shop Manager of Win-Tech, Inc. Erin

problems, and assessments and are Federal Bureau of

her enthusiasm for learning.”

Apprenticeship Training approved.
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www.win-tech.net

AMPED connects employers with
precision manufacturing talent.

Post your job where the precision
manufacturing industry’s most qualified
talent go to advance their careers.

Have your open positions
emailed directly to AMPED job
seekers via our exclusive Job
Flash™ email.

Find your next great hire. Search
our Resume Bank using robust
filters to narrow your candidate
search.

For pricing and packages visit
https://amped.careerwebsite.com/
NTMA THE RECORD - JUNE 2021
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National Tooling and Machining
Association’s Indiana Chapter
Recognized By State for Leadership
in Workforce Development

One Voice:
Federal Government
Advocacy Program
The manufacturing industry continues to navigate
the unique challenges and changes brought
on by the last year – and it remains important

“Local chapters like this one represent the best
of our association’s efforts to help manufacturers
achieve business success while engaging and
educating the workforce of tomorrow.”
Roger Atkins, President - NTMA

to have a partner in advocacy. NTMA continues
to work closely with the team at One Voice: the
combined federal government advocacy program
representing small and medium-sized business
manufacturing in America.
In addition to providing guidance on COVID-19
regulations and uncertainties, One Voice has
a wealth of fantastic resources, developed to

INTMA supports work-based learning programs

help keep your shop informed and prepared for

(NTMA) is excited to announce that its Indiana Chapter

at every level including high school students

whatever comes next. This has included virtual

(INTMA) was recognized by the Indiana office of Career

eager to pursue careers in tooling and

bi-weekly webinars, news releases, educational

and Technical Education (CTE) with the Award for

machining. In 2021, INTMA sent a gift of digital

materials, and the Talking with One Voice Podcast.

Excellence for Outstanding Secondary/Post-Secondary

calipers to over 100 high school seniors who

CTE Partnership. This award, granted under the

were enrolled in precision machining courses

Governor’s Workforce Cabinet, recognizes exceptional

at Indiana Career Centers. When the pandemic

individuals and organizations who have contributed

forced Indiana high school career centers to

to the success of CTE through the quality of their work

move to online learning last spring, INTMA

and their involvement in the CTE community.

immediately offered instructors free access

The National Tooling and Machining Association

•

to its NTMA-U online courses, enrolling over
“We are honored to receive this award as it highlights

150 high school students.

our chapter’s tireless dedication to the precision
machining students and instructors in the state of

•

INTMA offers an annual post-secondary

Indiana,” says Scott Buie, INTMA President. “The

education tuition scholarship program. For

COVID-19 pandemic challenged our industry like

2021, INTMA will award $17,000 in scholarships

Now, you can also receive a concise explanation

never before, and our chapter’s innovative mindset

to four recipients.

of everything going on in Washington, D.C. with
“Two Minutes with Voice,” a bite-size weekly

and determination have shown the immense impact
“I applaud INTMA’s unwavering support for their local

video hosted by various members of The Franklin

CTE community and Indiana’s manufacturers,” says

Partnership and the Policy Resolution Group at

INTMA was selected for this prestigious award

NTMA President Roger Atkins from the association’s

Bracewell LLP. Each episode is uploaded to the

based on the chapter’s unique programming which

national headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio. “Local

NTMA YouTube channel – and shared through our

demonstrates its continued commitment to recruiting,

chapters like this one represent the best of our

social channels.

training, and retaining the next generation of skilled

association’s efforts to help manufacturers achieve

workers for high-skill and highly paid careers in the

business success while engaging and educating the

We hope you continue to utilize this key partner

local manufacturing sector. For example:

workforce of tomorrow.”

in One Voice – one that ensures that millions

support for CTE programs and their students can have.”

of manufacturers across the country have their
voices heard.
Please Visit www.metalworkingadvocate.org
for more information.
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FPC

BEYOND A PALLET POOL

PLUG-AND-PLAY
CNC AUTOMATION

HIGHER MC UTILIZATION · FAST PAYBACK · EXPANDS TO 3 MACHINES

Is this for me? Check fastems.com/fpc
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INTRODUCING

October 12-14, 2021 – Duke Energy Convention Center – Cincinnati, OH

Manufacturing Solutions

From Benchmarking to Business Development

The new Top Shops Expo brings together
all four Top Shops programs. That
means executives, engineers, designers,
procurement professionals and technology
vendors involved in CNC Machining, plastics
processing, composites fabrication and
products finishing will connect to spec new
technologies, source parts and services
and solve business problems all aimed at
supporting the North American discrete
parts supply chain.

Make Plans For You
And Your Team To
Attend Top Shops Expo!
POWERED BY

PRESENTED BY

❱ Source Parts
❱ Spec New Technology
❱ Sell Your Brand
❱ Solve Business Problems

CONNECT

CONTRACT

INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING?

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Contact Bob Huff
BHuff@gardnerweb.com
(513) 527-8858
18 NTMA THE RECORD - JUNE 2021

Contact Ellen Durchholz
EllenD@gardnerweb.com
(513) 338-2191

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Visit TopShopsExpo.com

for more details.

Save with our CNC Broaching Kits
With a CNC Broaching Kit:
• Broach a range of keyway slots in your CNC cycle
• Never miss quoting a broaching job and completing it in-house
• Improve your cycle time by adding our live tool slotter
View our CNC catalog to get your kit today:
catalog.pilotprecision.com/CNC-Broaching-Kit

PilotPrecision.com
As your Tooling Concierge, we use our expertise to understand your complex machining
applications and recommend the right tooling. At Pilot, we also leverage our technical
knowledge and business relationships to connect you to the world’s most respected
brands of broaching tools, reamers, micro endmills & drills, and more.

15 Merrigan Way • South Deerfield, MA 01373 • T: 413-350-5200 • PilotPrecision.com

EXPERIENCE
THE ECONOMY
OF
QUALITY
Invest in world-class BIG DAISHOWA

Tool Holding to eliminate inconsistent
tool changes, increase tool life and
reduce cycle time.

NATIONAL
ASSOCIATE

Tool Holders | Boring Tools | Cutting Tools | Workholding | Tool Measuring | bigkaiser.com
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2021 Mid-Year Update:

100 Days Into the
Biden Administration,
What NTMA is Watching

The end of April 2021 brought President Biden’s
100th day in office. It’s a milestone that is more
symbolic than meaningful, but the date – and the
accomplishments of a new administration leading
up to it – are still closely tracked by Washington
watchers inside the Beltway and beyond.
By Caitlin Sickles, Director, Government Affairs, Policy Resolution Group Bracewell, LLP

At the 100-day mark, there is no shortage of

New legislation is down. President Biden has

FiveThirtyEight’s polling average). But, that

statistics to track. Here are a few interesting

signed just under a dozen bills into law. Though

number is also below where many other recent

ones collected by media outlets:

the pace of new legislation has slowed in recent

presidents have been at this point in their

years (due at least in part to an increase in

first term.

•

•

Executive actions by President Biden are up.

partisan brinkmanship), this number is still

While he campaigned on bipartisanship, the

among the lowest for any new president in about

new president is showing that he is willing to

80 years. In the current political climate, many

highest office and the highest Twitter handle,

act alone. According to data from the American

say that its quality and impact over quantity

the @POTUS account is averaging about six

Presidency Project, by the end of April, Biden

when it comes to legislation. So, the Biden

tweets per day. The former president averaged

had issued some 42 Executive Orders, more

Administration will be quick to emphasize the

more than twice that, posting roughly 18 times

than any president since Truman. The Biden

$1.9 trillion coronavirus relief package that he

per day.

Administration has also taken out the red pen

signed in March.

to undo some 62 orders which were signed by
former President Donald Trump.
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•

•
•

Tweets are down. Since Biden assumed the

Beyond these quick facts, your advocacy team

Job approval is up. The latest polls show

in Washington, DC is closely tracking issues of

President Biden enjoying an approval rating

top importance to NTMA members and all

somewhere around 53% or higher. That number

small- and medium-sized manufacturers across

may make him more popular than Trump was

the country. Here are three priorities at this

on any day of his presidency (according to the

mid-year point:

$1.9 Trillion
Coronavirus Relief Package
Signed in March

$100 Billion
Included for Workforce
Development

25-29%
C-Corporate Tax Rate
Increase

Workforce Investments

Corporate Tax Increases

If we learned anything from the COVID-19 pandemic,

With all of this spending on the table, Washington

manufacturing in the U.S. including many NTMA

it is that manufacturing is critical infrastructure.

will be looking for ways to cover the bill. There is a

members sent a letter to President Biden requesting

And President Biden and much of the 117th Congress

movement underway to increase the C-Corporate tax

the immediate termination of the Section 232 steel

seems to agree. Policymakers regularly stress the role

rate to at least 25-28%. Additionally, momentum is

and aluminum tariffs. The letter was organized by the

that the industry plays in our nation’s recovery.

building for a minimum corporate effective tax rate,

Coalition of American Metal Manufacturers and Users

Right now, Congress is considering several pieces of

especially for large corporations. And, discussions

(CAMMU), of which NTMA is a founding member.

legislation to support, update and expand workforce

are ongoing about a minimum tax on profits that US

The letter says, “It is businesses manufacturing in

training programs.

companies earn abroad as well as other possible

America such as ours who pay the tariffs on imports,

hurdles for offshore employment and earnings. The

and it is our businesses and employees who suffer

NTMA, through your advocacy team in Washington,

Biden Administration also aims to empower and fund

when our product cannot compete with overseas

has filed extensive comments with the relevant

the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to enforce corporate

manufacturers because the U.S. is an island of high

congressional committees to provide your on-

tax laws.

steel and aluminum prices.”

workforce training including reforms to programs

NTMA, through your Washington team, is

It’s important to note that all of NTMA’s policy

authorized under the Workforce Innovation and

communicating with the Biden Administration and

priorities are closely aligned. For example, if

Opportunity Act (WIOA) and ways to develop,

Congress on the possible implications of tax changes

Washington policymakers do move forward with

modernize, and diversify the national apprenticeship

for manufacturers. In particular, your team is closely

an infrastructure bill, newly authorized projects

system, including innovative approaches such as

watching proposed changes to Section 199a for

will create even more strain on domestic steel and

youth apprenticeship and pre-apprenticeship.

pass-throughs and limitations on who will qualify for

aluminum supplies.

the-ground insight on how to enhance or improve

business deductions.
There is a lot going on in Washington and facts can

At the same time, the Biden Administration is seeking
to build on their coronavirus relief package with a

NTMA is a trusted voice for policymakers, helping to

change fast. Keep up with what NTMA’s Washington

new, wide-ranging $2 trillion infrastructure package,

explain how tax increases can cause delays in capital

team is watching by tuning in to the regular politics

The American Jobs Plan. The three most significant

expenditures and in hiring or even result in laying off

and policy webinars. Find upcoming dates on the

components for manufacturers include investments in

badly needed workers.

NTMA website or in e-mail notifications. And, watch

workforce training and R&D and expansions in access
to capital. Specifically, the plan includes $100 billion

the weekly brief video series and listen to bi-weekly

Trade Impasse

longer podcast episodes. Find the videos – Two
Minutes with One Voice – on the NTMA YouTube

for workforce development including apprenticeship
and job training programs for underserved

One hundred days into the Biden Administration, the

channel and the podcast – Talking with One Voice –

populations.

Section 232 steel and aluminum tariffs enacted by

on Apple, Google, Spotify, Stitcher or anywhere else

the Trump Administration remain in place. For many

you get your podcasts.

NTMA will be an active stakeholder as more details

manufacturers, the tariffs are creating a dire supply

emerge. Right now, Republicans and Democrats seem

situation and are struggling to meet demand and stay

far apart on a deal and even on what constitutes

competitive due to supply shortages, long lead times,

“infrastructure.”

and artificially high prices for their key inputs.

www.metalworkingadvocate.org

In early May, the a group of over 300 businesses
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Will Trade Shows Be the Shot in the
Arm for Manufacturers?
By Rob Felber, Owner & Marketing Executive, Felber PR & Marketing

Manufacturers, like many businesses, have had to

anticipate a motif across multiple shows for the year?

Post-show

completely rethink their marketing approach. For

While a baseball theme could work in the spring, a

You did it! You effectively pre-planned your show and

years, it was feet on the street and months of trade

sports theme offers more flexibility in engaging your

you worked the show successfully. What should your

shows, conferences, and hosted lunch & learns.

audience year round.

next step be? I know you might be thinking of soaking

Then, the doors were locked, events were canceled

your feet and adding up the frequent flyer miles, but

worldwide, and well, you know the rest of the story.

As you develop your theme, and tactics, turn your

as the dust settles, how will you measure success? Do

Today, we are once again hearing about trade shows.

attention to activities that will drive prospects to your

you have a system (think CRM) in place to measure

Will the attendees and exhibitors return at past levels?

booth. What advertising opportunities, online and in

the results and report on the return on investment?

Who knows? What we do know is the planning has not

print, are being offered? What about announcements

changed. If you are considering a show in the fourth

to the show media? What about demonstrations at the

Remember: If you are not following up within 3 to 7

quarter of 2021, that may sound like a long time

booth or press conferences?

days you will be forgotten! We all return to the office,
exhausted and with best intentions, but if you do not

away. It is not. Let’s revisit all that is the trade show,
including three critical phases: Pre-show, During the

During the Show

reengage with those you met, your name recognition

Show, and Post-show.

Rolling out the carpet, pulling up the retractable

drops like that soggy breakfast sandwich at your

display, and filling a bowl with hard candy just does

hotel.

Pre-show

not cut it at a modern trade show. You need to drive

Pre-show preparation is key to success and achieving

traffic to the booth, capture leads, and make the very

a return on your investment. Step one in your trade

best impression in an incredibly compressed time.

show plan is goal setting. What do you really want to

Let’s start with the old real estate mantra: location,

happen at this show?

Location, LOCATION! Many shows let you bid on or

•

Can you expect actual sales and signed

pick your booth location. Pay attention to entrances,

purchase agreements?

lounges, bars, and the main stage. You may also want

Are you introducing a new product, feature, or

to see who else has chosen their space. Are they a big

service?

draw exhibitor or your largest competitor? Can you get

Is your goal to improve and strengthen

a corner booth? Or, better yet, can your budget support

relationships with your customers in

an island booth?

•
•

attendance?
•
•

Next steps:
•

Have pre-planned emails targeting the
attendees written and automated

•

Ensure messaging and graphics are the same as
those used in your pre-show and booth graphics

•

Upload your leads and let the email automation
do its job

•

If available, obtain the list of attendees and
consider sending a separate “sorry we missed
you” message to those you did not talk to at the
booth

•

Set tasks and reminders to review each lead,

Are you attending to create stronger

Once your location is set, the single most valuable

relationships with vendors and exhibitors?

resource you have is who will be representing your

Will you work with media relations, creating

company in the booth. At the show, for all practical

opportunities for editors to write about your

purposes, this is your office. First impressions are

Finally, evaluate your entire campaign. Did you

company?

extremely important.

achieve the goals you outlined in the pre-planning?

assign to team members if needed and continue
the conversation

Did the booth activity go as planned and generate
One of the best tools for pre-show planning is the

Booth personnel should first and foremost, want to

excitement? Did you pull reports on the leads

exhibitor handbook. This should be made available as

be there. Believe it or not, salespeople might see the

generated and determine their overall value? All these

soon as you commit to the show. Rules, order forms,

show as a waste of their time. They have clients to

steps will help you determine your return on the entire

and sponsor information will be detailed. Make sure

meet with and calls to make. Who would be great

investment, improve your plan for the next show and

to order on time and secure valuable sponsorship

in the booth? Consider your customer service team.

impact the growth of your company.

opportunities before they are gone.

They rarely get to travel but might have decades-long
relationships with customers. Booth traffic builders,

Here’s a primer created by Felber PR to get you started:

Once you have defined your goal, consider the theme

product demonstrations, press conferences, and

Trade Show Preparation 101 for Manufacturers

of the event. Is your theme a one-time use or do you

entertainment are all considerations when building

If you are ready to get serious about your exhibition

your plan.

and creating a return on investment, download our
free Trade Shows for Manufacturers eBook
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Member Registration: $395 per person
For more information or to register: https://cvent.me/Vn8AlQ

EMERGING LEADERS
CONFERENCE
September 8-10 – Phoenix, AZ
Kimpton Palomar Hotel Phoenix
Room Block Deadline: August 17th
Room Rate: $159 per night

Pete Honsberger
Conference Emcee

Dave Capkovitz

Omar Nashashibi

Darrin Schenck

Mike Watkins

Topics & Speakers

Campfire Chat Topics

Conference Emcee - Pete Honsberger

Your chance to sit down in a small group setting
and discuss the following topics peer to peer:

High Performing Teams
Presented by: Dave Capkovitz – Principal, EBITDA Growth Systems and
Mike Watkins – Principal, EBITDA Growth Systems
Effectively Analyzing and Communicating Complicated Issues
Presented by: Omar Nashashibi – Founding Partner, The Franklin Partnership
Extraordinary Engagement - Leadership Workshop
Presented by: Pete Honsberger – Lead Facilitator, CultureShoc
Navigating Sales Relationships
Presented by: Darrin Schenck – VP of Sales, DarrinChatter

• Managing Up
• Change Management
• Conflict Resolution
• Working With a Multi-generational Staff
• Time Management Strategies
• Strategies for Cash Flow

Networking Evening Event

Economics of a Shop - How It All Ties Together
Presented by: Dave Capkovitz – Principal, EBITDA Growth Systems and
Mike Watkins – Principal, EBITDA Growth Systems

Questions? Contact Kristen Hrusch - khrusch@ntma.org or 216-264-2845
NTMA THE RECORD - JUNE 2021
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Industry 4.0 is Here:
How Manufacturers Can Digitize Operations
By Jason Ray, CEO Paperless Parts

Over the past few years, more manufacturers have

increasingly dependent on speed and risk mitigation,

in one place gives manufacturers a competitive edge

realized the importance of Industry 4.0 to improve

the relationships have become transactional.

while meeting – and exceeding – these changing

operations by leveraging data and automation.

To meet these new expectations, manufacturers

buyer expectations, helping them secure future

However, there is a gap between improving business

must adopt technologies that improve their business

jobs and boosting their revenue.

processes and the pace at which manufacturers

processes to survive this shift and win more work.

respond to changes, creating an expectations gap that
companies take advantage of.

WHEN LOOKING AT INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS,
Most manufacturers focus the majority of their

MANUFACTURERS SHOULD PRIORITIZE THESE

investments in shop floor technology to improve

CAPABILITIES:

This is evidenced by Protolabs’ recent acquisition of

operations, but they must also invest in technologies

3DHubs for $280 million, which provides Protolabs

that drive efficiencies and close the expectations

access to the front-end buyer experience and customer

gap in the front office. Activities like estimating,

data from past jobs that enables manufacturers

base that has been built. At the same time, various

quoting, sales, and procurement are key to meeting

to retrieve information from past quotes for

companies have been pouring millions of dollars

buyers’ expectations, but without the right tools in

into their digital sourcing platforms for buyers.

place, manufacturers will not be successful. Cloud-

These recent developments highlight the moves

based software tools can help manufacturers close

much data every year, software that includes

digital-first companies are making to close the gap

the expectations gap, streamline operations, and

an analytics engine that prioritizes quotes that

while capturing large portions of the market with

protect against cybersecurity threats, empowering

represent a greater chance of winning helps

technology to create a better buyer experience. As

manufacturers to compete and thrive in this new

manufacturers evaluate current RFQs and the

these investments continue to be made, the chasm

landscape.

between buyer expectations and what the average
manufacturer can provide continues to expand,

•

similar RFQs immediately
•

Analytics – Since manufacturers generate so

best way to quote them
•

MEETING BUYER EXPECTATIONS

Cloud-based file sharing – Stores information in
a central place which empowers manufactures

meaning that if manufacturers don’t close this gap,
they risk losing out on job opportunities.

Instant searchability – Creates an archive of

to quote more quickly and more consistently
In 2020, Paperless Parts released the 2020 Part Buyer

•

Collaboration tools – With the right software,

Expectations Survey Report, which revealed how the

users can easily communicate in real time

To improve their business strategies in the age of

industrial buyer role is evolving and changing. For

without needing additional software to examine

Industry 4.0, manufacturers need to understand

example, 67% of buyers expect manufacturers to

PDFs, make adjustments, and mark notes for

what buyers expect, how it impacts their bottom line,

return quotes in less than 24 hours from the time

future reference

and how they can meet those expectations through

they submit a request for quote (RFQ), and only 4%

digitization.

reported they would wait up to a week for a response.

The right software will also enable less-experienced

As buyers interact with manufacturing networks, they

employees to be a part of the quoting process, so ease

also expect seamless, digital experiences.

of use is key. As manufacturers continue to adapt to

MAINTAINING EFFICIENCIES AND BUYER
RELATIONSHIPS

changing buyer expectations, the right software will
These responses reveal that manufacturers must

allow manufacturers to win more work and compete in

Historically, manufacturers would develop personal

invest in front-office technology that meet these

the age of Industry 4.0.

relationships with their buyers. But, with buyers

expectations, while improving collaboration and

needing to manage more line items every year and

reducing issues downstream from the quoting

improve efficiencies, and with their evaluations

process. Technology that consolidates this information
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Economic Update: A Country Reopening
•

As US COVID-19 cases fall and vaccinations

•

The labor market has been slowly improving and

increase, more and more states are lifting

continued new job creation with lower weekly

restrictions, opening capacity in public places,

unemployment claims will benefit markets.

and life is beginning to return to normal.

Over 900K jobs were added in March, and

Recently, Florida’s governor just signed an order

expectations for April are even higher.

lifting all COVID-19 restrictions in his state as
of July 1.

•

Although we have not seen material signs of
higher prices, the talk of inflation continues

•

•

President Joe Biden’s fiscal agenda and

If these and other reopening trends continue,

to garner attention. Producer prices jumped

they will likely act as a near-term boost to the

by over 1% in March. We will be watching for

tax increase plans are front and center in

economy and ultimately risk assets. Although

early signs of price pressures as the economy

Washington. Congress and the White House

a large part of the reopening plan has been

recovers, which will ultimately get the attention

will begin seeing where middle ground can

discounted into stocks, a lot was based on

of the Fed.

be reached on a spending plan and how

the reopening happening in the fall, not early

to pay for it.

summer.

The life force for
your machines.
Do you know that proper use of the
correctmetalworking fluid has an
extraordinary leverage effect on
stability, quality, performance and
therefore on the costs of your
production? Our machining experts
can help you turn your metalworking
fluid into a key success factor.
Test us. It’s worth it.
blaser.com/testus

KSS general_Luca Mele_216x140mm_en_CLAIM.indd 1
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MEMBER BENEFITS
CHAPTER NEWS

Connect With Your
Local NTMA Chapter

NTMA’s chapters are able to make an immeasurable impact at the local level

NTMA AKRON

NTMA CONNECTICUT

NTMA KANSAS CITY

President: Courtney Wagner
cwagner@wagnermachine.com
330.706.0700

President: N.J. Goulet, III
njgoulet@unitedcgtr.com
860.289.2987

President: Dean Rohr
deanr@procharger.com
913.338.2886

Chapter Executive: Jon Kozesky
jon@jonthomasconsulting.com
202.577.3075

Chapter Executive: Dee Babkirk
director@ct-ntma.org
860.314.2101

Chapter Executive: Jessica Thomas
execdir@kcntma.org
816.739.4422

NTMA ARIZONA

NTMA FLORIDA WEST COAST

NTMA LOS ANGELES

President: Bill Jordan
bill.jordan@alliedtool.com
602.276.2439

President: Sean Doyle
sean.doyle@hsswansons.com
727.541.3575

President: Tim LeFevre
trlefevre@gmail.com
562.633.8110

Chapter Executive: Barbe Bennett
executivedirector@arizonatooling.org
602.510.7219

Chapter Executive:
Kaity Van Amersfort
kva@candrmgmt.com
626.510.4085

Chapter Executive:
Kaity Van Amersfort
kaity@lantma.org
626.510.4085

www.akronntma.com

www.arizonatooling.org

NTMA BOSTON

www.bostontooling.org

www.ct-ntma.org

www.fwcntma.org

Chapter Executive: Sally Monroe
sallybtma@comcast.net
978.457.5881

NTMA HOUSTON

President: Casey Jones
casey@houstonsagemachine.com
713.747.6850
Chapter Executive:
Kaity Van Amersfort
houstonntma@gmail.com
626.510.4085

NTMA CLEVELAND

www.ntmacleveland.org
President: Brian Rosenstock
brosenstock@tc-tm.com
440.826.1050
Chapter Executive: Brittany Belko
ntmacleveland@gmail.com
440.382.8801
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relationships with peers and colleagues in your industry, enhance your
business development opportunities through networking, and promote the
growth of your company’s greatest asset – your employees.

www.kcntma.org

NTMA MILWAUKEE
President: Michael Raasch
mraasch@xactedm.com
800.798.9228
Chapter Executive: Michael Retzer
mretzer@strohwig.com
262.628.5417

NTMA NORTHERN UTAH
www.nuntma.org

www.lantma.org

President: Wes Michie
wes.michie@skydandee.com
801.774.8031
Chapter Executive: Maddie Dahl
chapterexec@nuntma.org
801.337.7097

NTMA NORTH TEXAS
www.houstonntma.org

President: Kevin O’Donnell
kevin@odtool.com
508.339.7507

for our members. By engaging with your local chapter, you can establish

www.ntmanorthtexas.org

NTMA LOUISVILLE
President: Ryan Steele
rsteele@csmachinemfg.com
502.778.4479 (Ext. 20)
Chapter Executive:
Bobbye Blackburn
kmatraining@aol.com

NTMA MICHIANA
NTMA INDIANA
www.intma.org

President: Scott Buie
sbuie@overtonind.com
317.831.4542
Chapter Executive: Kerry Hacker
khacker@intma.org
317.653.5787

www.mcntma.org

President: Paul Hartz
paul.hartz@macktool.com
574.233.8424
Chapter Executive: Kelly Kasner
mcntma@outlook.com
574.220.9111

President: Chris Flemming
cflemming@alexandriaindustries.com
972.242.1451 (Ext. 4017)
Chapter Executive:
Kaity Van Amersfort
ntxchapter.ntma@gmail.com
626.510.4085

NTMA NORTHWESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA

www.nwpa-ntma.com

President: Ashleigh Wehrle
awehrle@areatool.com
814.724.3166 (Ext. 100)
Chapter Executive: Tami Adams
tadams@nwpa-ntma.com
814.720.0094

NTMA PHILADELPHIA
DELAWARE VALLEY

NTMA SAN FRANSICO
BAY AREA

President: John Lohse
jlohse@betar.net
908.359.4200

President: Bruce Tschida
bruce@tschidaeng.com
707.224.4482

Chapter Executive:
Michelle Martin-Laughlin
mmartin@msgrinding.com
215.675.4144

Chapter Executive:
Kaity Van Amersfort
info@sfbantma.org
626.510.4085

NTMA PITTSBURGH

NTMA ST. LOUIS

President: Jim Hoffman
jim.hoffman@oberg.com
724.295.2121

President: Tony Maus
tony.maus@hartwiginc.com
314.410.5583

Chapter Executive: Edward Sikora
office@pghntma.org
724.601.6008

Chapter Executive: Sally Safranski
sally@stlouis-ntma.org
608.399.5383

NTMA ROCK RIVER VALLEY

NTMA TENNESSEE

President: Jim Reilly
jim.reilly@schaferindustries.com
815.389.6065

President: Robert Young
bob.young@customtoolinc.com
931.432.6609

Chapter Executive: Rebecca Anderson
becca@rrvtma.com
815.985.8437

NTMA WESTERN LAKE ERIE

www.ntma-njpa.com

www.pghntma.org

www.rrvtma.com

NTMA ROCKY MOUNTAIN

www.sfbantma.org

www.stlouis-ntma.org

www.ntma-tn.org

President: Dale Davis
ddavis@dundeemfg.com
734.529.2540

www.rmtma.org

President: Justin Quinn
jquinn@focusedonmachining.com
303.922.3076
Chapter Executive:
Kaity Van Amersfort
kva@candrmgmt.com
626.510.4085

NTMA SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
www.sfntma.org

President: Jerry Rothlisberger
jerry@rmi-mfg.com
818.786.8366

Chapter Executive: Ruth Curtiss
ohiolanger@aol.com

NTMA WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS
www.wmntma.org

President: Elizabeth Paquette
epaquette@rockvalleytool.com
413.527.2350
Chapter Executive: Angie Beavis
angie_ntma@msn.com
413.219.6111		

Chapter Executive: David Goodreau
goodreau@dslextreme.com
818.240.8898
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MEMBER BENEFITS
CHAPTER NEWS
UnitedHealthcare

| Health Plans | National Association of Manufacturers

National Association of
Manufacturers (NAM) FAQ
What is NAM?

What plans are offered?

NAM is the National Association of Manufacturers. NAM
Health Care is situs in Michigan as a single employer,
industry-based association health plan.

NAM Health Care offers a broad portfolio of UnitedHealthcare
plans to help meet a variety of different needs and
budgets, including:

How long has UnitedHealthcare
collaborated with NAM?
UnitedHealthcare began administering NAM Health Care in
October 2019 and is the only health carrier endorsed by
NAM nationwide.

Who is eligible?
Businesses with 2–99 eligible employees, and
manufacturing SIC codes (2,000-3,000) or NAICS codes
(31, 32, 33), can purchase a plan through NAM Health Care.

• 19 medical plans using the robust UnitedHealthcare
Choice Plus national network
• Ancillary plans, including Dental, Vision and Life
• UnitedHealthcare Core plans in select markets (Chicago, IL
and Detroit, MI)
Plus, certain combinations or “bundles” of medical and
specialty plans may qualify for the Packaged Savings®
discount, potentially reducing costs and easing the
administrative workload for employers. Talk to your
representative to learn more.

Get more info

Quoting: nam_ahp@uhc.com

Regional Account Executive (new business): Austin Carlan austin_carlan@uhc.com
Strategic Account Executive (renewals): Tonya Johnson tonya_m_johnson@uhc.com

continued
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METALWORKING
SERVICES

Grainger's portfolio of services
can help you create a safer,
more efficient and more
competitive business. Let us help
you get the most out of your machining,
welding, cutting, grinding and fabrication
operations.

Our services provide
documented value by
helping you:
• Optimize product selection
and application
• Improve work cell efficiency
• Maximize machine tool output
• Minimize waste and rework

LEARN MORE AT
GRAINGER.COM/METALWORKING
CONTACT YOUR GRAINGER REP
TO GET STARTED!

©2019 W.W. Grainger, Inc. W-BUPX130

TOOL RECONDITIONING SERVICE
Help extend the life of your tools with an innovative process that
uses customized software to consolidate grinding operations and
pass the savings on to you.

CUSTOM BAND SAW BLADES
A fast, easy and effective solution to get precisely the blade
you need for your specific sawing application. Online tools help
you designate every aspect of your blade so you can keep your
operation on the cutting edge.

MACHINE GUARDING SERVICE
A complete machine guarding solution that includes machine
audits and assessments, the engineering and design of machine
protections, start-to-finish installation service and integrated training
on all new equipment and procedures.

LOCKOUT/TAGOUT SERVICES
Grainger’s lockout/tagout solutions help you maintain powered
equipment safely. Products, services and third-party safety network
resources include lockout program assessments, visual lockout
procedure services, equipment-specific procedure development,
on-site training and more.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Manage items like critical inserts and everyday small tooling
in cabinets that can provide controlled access at point-of-use
locations. Offers high-density storage, reduced consumption/waste
and provides greater control of your inventory management.

Services subject to customer eligibility and agreements. Not available to government customers.

G RAI N G E R . C O M /M E TALWOR K IN G
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NTMA Member Marketplace
Advertise Exclusively With the Nation’s Largest Precision Machining Network!

ADVERTISING SPACE STILL AVAILABLE!

Connect With
Your Industry Peers
IN PERSON
October 26 - October 29
Old Alexandria, VA
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NTMA Member Marketplace
Advertise Exclusively With the Nation’s Largest Precision Machining Network!

ADVERTISING SPACE STILL AVAILABLE!

YOUR AD HERE!
Interested? Contact Kelly LaMarca for more
information - klamarca@ntma.org

Thread Rolling
Knurling
Centerless & Cylindrical Grinding
Precision Machining

141 Prestige Park Rd.
East Hartford, CT 06108 USA

860.289.8209
www.horstengineering.com
www.threadrolling.com

YOUR AD HERE!
Interested? Contact Kelly LaMarca for more
information - klamarca@ntma.org

QUALITY

❯

INTEGRITY

❯

ON TIME DELIVERY

PRECISION MACHINING SINCE 1994

CENTERLESS GRINDING
& THREAD ROLLING

CORE CAPABILITIES
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯

Turbine Component Manufacturing
Precision grinding (up to 136” in length)
Mul�-Axis Milling, Machining, & Turning
Saw Cu�ng (straight, angle, radius, angle + radius)
Wire EDM

US/CA JCP CERTIFIED

(CAGE CODE Available Upon Request)

SAM REGISTERED
ISO 9001:2015 REGISTERED

* EFFICIENT RESPONSE TIMES

WE REGULARLY STOCK STAINLESS STEEL ALLOYS SUCH AS:

403, 405, 410, 415, & 422

45727 STATE HIGHWAY 27, TITUSVILLE, PA 16354

ITAR REGISTERED

SMALL BUSINESS
(<25 Employees)

❯

814-827-9887

❯

precisionprofilesllc.com

Normand J. Goulet III
Vice President
Manufacturing Engineer

25 Rosenthal Street n East Hartford, CT 06108
phone: (860) 289-2987 n fax: (860) 289-3142
web: www.unitedcgtr.com n email: njgoulet@unitedcgtr.com
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NATIONAL TOOLING AND MACHINING ASSOCIATION
1357 Rockside Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44134

my

MORI and NET service

FOR FAST SUPPORT AND

NET service
+ Reduce machine
downtime on a
remote basis
+ Multi-user
conference allows
cross-depart-mental
collaboration
+ Transparency ensured
by logging all service
activities

YOUR ONLINE SERVICE MANAGER
+
+
+
+

US.my

.com

More service: faster response times
More knowledge: documents available digitally
More availability: direct line to service experts
my DMG MORI APP: Mobile access to the free
customer portal - via iOS and Android App

